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The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) is a core part of the adaptive
immune system. As in other vertebrate taxa, it may also affect human chemi-
cal communication via odour-based mate preferences, with greater attraction
towards MHC-dissimilar partners. However, despite some well-known
findings, the available evidence is equivocal and made complicated by
varied approaches to quantifying human mate choice. To address this, we
here conduct comprehensive meta-analyses focusing on studies assessing:
(i) genomic mate selection, (ii) relationship satisfaction, (iii) odour
preference, and (iv) all studies combined. Analysis of genomic studies
reveals no association between MHC-dissimilarity and mate choice in
actual couples; however, MHC effects appear to be independent of the geno-
mic background. The effect of MHC-dissimilarity on relationship satisfaction
was not significant, and we found evidence for publication bias in studies on
this area. There was also no significant association between MHC-dissimilar-
ity and odour preferences. Finally, combining effect sizes from all genomic,
relationship satisfaction, odour preference and previous mate choice studies
into an overall estimate showed no overall significant effect of MHC-simi-
larity on human mate selection. Based on these findings, we make a set of
recommendations for future studies, focusing both on aspects that should
be implemented immediately and those that lurk on the far horizon. We
need larger samples with greater geographical and cultural diversity that
control for genome-wide similarity. We also need more focus on mechan-
isms of MHC-associated odour preferences and on MHC-associated
pregnancy loss.

This article is part of the Theo Murphy meeting issue ‘Olfactory
communication in humans’.
1. Introduction
(a) Major histocompatability complex function in the immune system
The genes of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) are found in all
jawed vertebrates and comprise the heart of the adaptive immune system, orig-
inating over 500 Ma [1]. In humans, they are called human leucocyte antigen
(HLA) genes and occur on the short arm of chromosome 6, spanning 3.6 mega-
base (Mb) pairs [2]. The MHC gene family is divided into three classes, with the
first two being primarily involved in immune system functioning (class III
genes code for proteins with other functions and will not be discussed here
further). The products of classical MHC class I genes (HLA-A, -B and -C) are
glycoproteins which are expressed on virtually all nucleated cells. In addition,
class I genes include non-classical MHC class Ib genes (HLA-E, -F and -G),
which show considerably less polymorphism. There is a growing body of evi-
dence showing that HLA-E and -G (and to a lesser extent -F) play a key role in
immunotolerance of the foetus by the maternal immune system in general and
uterine natural killer (NK) cells in particular [3]. The proteins derived from
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intracellular pathogens are degraded in the cytosol into pep-
tide fragments which are subsequently bound by the MHC
class I molecules and presented at the cell surface. The com-
plex of the MHC molecule and the peptide are recognized by
cytotoxic T-cells which destroy the infected cell. By contrast,
MHC class II (HLA-DR, -DQ and -DP) molecules are
expressed only by antigen-presenting cells, such as macro-
phages and dendritic cells. Extracellular pathogens are
phagocytozed by the antigen-presenting cell, degraded in
the lysosome and derived peptide fragments are presented
at the cell surface, where they are recognized by T-helper
cells, stimulating further immune responses such as B cell
activation or inflammation [4].

The MHC includes the most polymorphic genes in the
human genome, HLA-B being the most polymorphic with
hundreds of known alleles [5]. Individual alleles code for
proteins that vary in the binding groove, which allows
them to differ in the range of peptides they bind and trans-
port across the cellular membrane. Because both alleles at
an MHC locus are expressed, heterozygous individuals
may show a selective advantage. There is robust evidence
that most MHC loci are under selection that maintains allelic
diversity in the population (i.e. balancing selection) [6]. The
frequency of individual MHC alleles varies highly across
human populations, probably depending on the presence of
diverse infections, and the epidemic and demographic his-
tory of a given population [7]. Indeed, extensive research
has shown associations between individual alleles and sus-
ceptibility to infectious diseases such as HIV, tuberculosis,
leprosy and malaria [8–11].
(b) Major histocompatibility complex and mate choice
Because resistance to infection has direct evolutionary conse-
quences for humans [12] as for other species, patterns of
human mate choice may be influenced by MHC genotype
of potential mates. Across vertebrates, individuals tend to
prefer MHC-dissimilar mates [13], increasing the likelihood
of eventual offspring being MHC-heterozygous and thus
more resistant to a wider pathogen spectrum [14]. The first
studies that tested preferences for MHC-dissimilar mates, in
mice, revealed that preferences are mediated by odour cues
[15]. Similar odour-mediated mating preferences have since
been demonstrated in other vertebrate taxa [16], although
a recent meta-analysis showed that the preference for
MHC-dissimilar individuals is relatively weak [17].

MHC-associated mate preferences have also been tested
in humans. An initial study reported preferences for male
odours of MHC-dissimilar individuals in naturally cycling
women and an opposite effect in hormonal contraceptive
(HC) users [18]. Since then, other studies have tested both
odour and facial preferences as well as MHC-similarity in
actual couples. The results are contradictory in all three
domains (for a review, see [19]).

Recently, Winternitz et al. [20] conducted a meta-analysis
to quantify the overall effects of MHC-heterozygosity and
MHC-dissimilarity and to explore potential moderating vari-
ables, such as HC use. The analysis was based on two types
of data: (i) results of experimental studies testing MHC-
associated body odour and facial preferences, and (ii) genetic
data from real couples, testing whether they are more dis-
similar than expected by chance. The results showed a
systematic, although moderate, preference for heterozygous
individuals in both odour and facial tests, which was stronger
in women than men. However, the results concerning MHC-
dissimilarity showed no overall consistent effect. While this
might be a consequence of conflating studies which show
opposite patterns (e.g. by combining effects in HC users
and non-users), follow-up analyses testing moderating effects
including HC use, stimulus type, and rater sex, also showed
no significant effect. In fact, studies on actual mate choice (as
compared to mate preference) showed a significant positive
effect of MHC-similarity. Further analysis revealed that
samples from genetically heterogeneous populations show
higher positive MHC assortment compared to those from
genetically homogenous populations, probably owing to
strong preference for ethnic homogamy. In other words, indi-
viduals in ethnically heterogeneous populations tend to pair
with partners of the same ethnicity, and as ethnicity also
affects MHC variation, the observed pattern can initially pro-
vide an impression of preference for MHC-similarity.

Based on the results of this meta-analysis, one might con-
clude that variation in MHC-similarity does not contribute to
human mate choice and that researchers should move on to
other topics. However, we think that such a conclusion is pre-
mature, as there remain several unresolved questions that
deserve further investigation before any definitive conclusion
can be made. Furthermore, since the Winternitz et al. meta-
analysis, eight new studies have been published, several with
considerably higher statistical power than those preceding.
(c) Current study
The main aims of the current paper are twofold. First, we con-
ducted four different meta-analyses primarily focusing on
aspects which were not targeted by the Winternitz et al.
study [20]. Second, based on these results, we aim to identify
outstanding questions and unresolved issues in order to pro-
vide specific guidelines for future studies in MHC-associated
mate choice. We focus on MHC-similarity, rather than diver-
sity, because only one of the eight new studies investigated
diversity preferences.

Our meta-analyses were divided in the following ways.
(1) Genomic studies. Genomic data are increasingly being
used to test for MHC-mediated mate preferences and mate
choice, having three major benefits over traditional genotyp-
ing studies: (i) they can control for population stratification
using major dimensions of genetic variation (e.g. principal
components [21]); (ii) they can test for social and ethnic con-
straints in mate choice by comparing background genomic
similarity between real mates to that of permuted pairs;
and (iii) they can test if the MHC region is being specifically
targeted by mate choice by comparing similarity at the MHC
region with similarity at genomic regions of similar size and
with similar recombination rates. (2) Relationship satisfaction
studies. Studies have investigated whether MHC-similarity
is associated with several aspects of relationship satisfaction,
including sexual satisfaction, in-pair attraction and overall
partnership satisfaction. It was previously predicted that
MHC-similarity may specifically influence the sexual satisfac-
tion between individuals in long-term relationships [22], but
this has not previously been tested meta-analytically. We,
therefore, primarily focused on sexual satisfaction. (3) Odour
preference studies. These are the most common form of
MHC-mate preference studies, and it is beneficial to assess
the current state of knowledge and to form recommendations
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Figure 1. Map of the number of individuals investigated in the current study for MHC-linked mate selection by geographical regions of the world. Region codes are
as follows: Australia (AUS), Europe (EUR), North Africa (NAF), North America (NAM), North East Asia (NEA), Oceania (OCE), South Central America (SAM), South Asia
(SAS), South East Asia (SEA), Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) and Western Asia (WAS). (Online version in colour.)
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for future work. We include four new studies (12 effect sizes)
to the six previous studies (11 effect sizes) analysed byWinter-
nitz et al. (4)Mate selection. This analysis combined effects from
all studies involved in ‘genomic’, ‘relationship satisfaction’ and
‘odour preference’ meta-analyses, and included nine previous
studies analysed byWinternitz et al., to provide an overall esti-
mate of MHC effects in human mate selection, including mate
choice and mate preferences (for geographical distribution of
the studied populations; figure 1). One exception is that effects
from facial preference studies were excluded because it is not
clear how MHC-dissimilarity may be perceived through
visual traits, and thus, the direction whichMHC-linked prefer-
ences should take is also unclear [19]. In addition, no newly
added studies investigated facial preferences, while four
new studies have contributed genomic effects, two have
contributed relationship satisfaction effects and four have
contributed odour preference effects (with some new studies
contributing effects tomultiple meta-analyses). Another excep-
tion is that we did not include effects from HC users from
odour preference studies because we did not want to conflate
effects predicted to have opposite patterns. We do note, how-
ever, that excluding HC users means keeping HC non-users
but also men and samples with unknown HC status, mostly
couples. The variables measured in these studies include
genomic-based and HLA-typing based MHC-similarity
effects between mates, genomic-based MHC-similarity effects
between preferred and non-preferred potential mates, MHC-
similarity effects for odour preferences, and MHC-similarity
effects for sexual satisfaction in relationships.
2. Materials and methods
(a) Literature search
Dataset compilation methods are described in detail in [5].
Briefly, studies were compiled from the reviews by Havlíček &
Roberts [19] and Winternitz et al. [20]. Additional studies
were identified from 2017 to April 2019 via Web of Science
and Google Scholar using the topic ‘MHC’, ‘Major Histocom-
patibility Complex’, ‘HLA’, ‘Human Leukocyte Antigen’, and
‘mate choice’ or ‘mate selection’ or ‘mate preference’ and
searching within results for ‘human’. Studies were retained if
they tested for human mate choice or mating preferences for
MHC-similarity. Studies were included if MHC genotypes (or
their approximations via single nucleotide polymorphisms,
e.g. HapMap data) were obtained for the individuals tested.
Studies were excluded if they did not explicitly test for MHC
influence on mating preferences (e.g. [23]). The study by Khan-
khanian et al. [24] was excluded because the sample population
consisted of couples with a child affected by multiple sclerosis
(MS). As MS is a complex genetic disease with strong associ-
ations with MHC class II genes, the sample population has
higher frequencies of specific MHC risk alleles and is not a
fair representation of the general population. Three other
studies were excluded because summary statistics from pairwise
tests were unavailable [25], because the study only presented a
minority of genes showing extreme similarity or dissimilarity
and not test statistics for the full HLA region [26], and because
the study did not test if ‘male ornaments’ were correlated with
MHC-dissimilarity [23].

To focus on modern developments and provide recommen-
dations to promote progress in the field, we confined our
analyses to four sets of studies related to MHC-similarity:
(i) studies using genomic datasets to test for mate selection,
(ii) studies testing for relationship satisfaction, (iii) studies testing
for odour preferences, and (iv) all studies combined (excluding
facial preference studies and effect sizes from HC users). Lists
of full references and explanation for exclusions are provided
in the electronic supplementary material.
(b) Data extraction and effect size calculation
We chose r effect size (correlation coefficients) as the measure of
associations between MHC-dissimilarity and strength of mating
preference/outcome. Studies have mostly measured dissimilarity
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as categories of allele-sharing (e.g. none and ≥1). Other test stat-
istics were converted to r effect sizes following Nakagawa &
Cuthill [27]. When studies provided multiple effect sizes that
we could not independently evaluate with moderator variables
(e.g. results from multiple loci), we calculated weighted
means by first converting measures to r and then weighting
them by the underlying sample sizes. We accounted for non-
independence of multiple effect sizes extracted from the same
study by including study as a random effect in our statistical
models. The number of raters was recorded to test for potential
effects of sample size on the resulting effect size. The number
of individuals rated (number of independent repeats) in the
study was recorded to calculate the variance in effect size
(variance = 1/(n study rated− 3)). When weighted effect size
means were calculated, we also recorded the mean number of
individuals rated and used this estimate to calculate the variance
of the weighted mean. Raw data and converted effect sizes were
checked by independent extraction (by J.H.) and any inconsis-
tency was discussed (between J.W. and J.H.) until a consensus
was reached. We converted effect sizes into Fisher’s Z (Zr) to
stabilize variance across effect sizes, and Zr and its variance
(defined above) were used for meta-analyses. The final dataset
consisted of 17 effect sizes from six studies for genomic mate selec-
tion, nine effect sizes from three studies for relationship
satisfaction, 23 effect sizes from 10 studies for odour preference
and 55 effect sizes from 26 studies for mate selection (excluding
HC users). Effect sizes from relationship satisfaction studies were
taken from analyses based on sexual satisfaction only (e.g. not
from analyses based on overall relationship satisfaction). The full
dataset and effect size extractions and conversions are provided
in the electronic supplementary material.

Previous work has shown that biological and methodological
differences between studies can affect MHC-linked mating pat-
terns in human populations [19,20]. We accounted for these
potential sources of heterogeneity by considering moderator
variables that could help explain within- and between-study var-
iance in effect sizes. The following data were extracted from each
study as methodological predictors: (i) study ID and (ii) year of
publication, for publication bias testing, (iii) choice cue used for
mating preference (i.e. genomic, relationship satisfaction and
odour preference), (iv) the number of individual raters (n of
rater), and (v) HC use (female HC users, female non-HC users,
unknown and males). Effect sizes from HC using women were
present only in the odour preference dataset, so we ran odour
preference models including and excluding HC-use effect sizes
(n=4) (both sets of results provided in all tables). Biological predic-
tors included (vi) MHC class (class I, class II or both), (vii) number
of MHC loci investigated, (viii) unit of investigation (i.e. male or
female raters, or couples), (ix) population, and (x) geographical
region of heritage. The geographical population was determined
by the ancestral population listed in the study, and if the popu-
lation was mixed or not explicitly stated, the geographical
location was listed as the geographical population (e.g. mixed
US populations were labelled as North American). Eleven geo-
graphical populations (figure 1) were based on www.
allelefrequencies.net classifications and Immunogenetics Data
Analysis Working Group recommendations. Region codes are as
follows: Australia (AUS), Europe (EUR), North Africa (NAF),
North America (NAM), North East Asia (NEA), Oceania (OCE),
South Central America (SAM), South Asia (SAS), South East
Asia (SEA), Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) and Western Asia (WAS).

An additional set of methodological moderators was recorded
for genomic mate selection studies. (xi) The effect size for the
extremeness of MHC relatedness compared to genome-wide relat-
edness within spouses. This moderator allowed us to test if MHC
effect sizes—derived from the extremeness of MHC relatedness
within spouses versus permuted spouses, with no insight from
the rest of the genome—are related to how extreme MHC
relatedness is compared to the rest of the genome within spouses.
A null or negative relationship would indicate that observedMHC
effect sizes are confounded by socio-ethnic processes. For instance,
a negative relationship, where spouses are more MHC-similar
compared to random pairs but show more extreme MHC-dissim-
ilarity compared to background regions, could imply that
population stratification is required for MHC-mediated mate
choice. A null relationship, where MHC relatedness is no different
from genome relatedness between spouses for varying values of
MHC relatedness compared to permuted spouses, would mean
that couples could be using the MHC as an indicator of genome-
wide relatedness, and not choosing the MHC specifically. By
contrast, a positive relationship would indicate that observed
MHC effect sizes are a good indicator of the extremeness of the
MHC compared to the genome within couples. (xii) Genome-
wide (background) similarity effect sizes to test if MHC effects
are related to genome-wide effects. A positive relationship would
indicate mate choice is not MHC-specific, a negative relationship
would indicate that preferences for MHC-dissimilarity increase as
background relatedness increases, and no relationship would indi-
cate MHC effects are independent of genome-wide effects. (xiii)
The number of permutations used to create the null distribution
for model-free approaches was recorded to test if increasing the
number of permutations reduced the strength of MHC effect
sizes (e.g. [28]). Other methodological moderators included
(xiv) Phi-hat cryptic relatedness cut-off to test if the relatedness
threshold in genomic studies influenced MHC effect sizes and
(xv) the span of the MHC region (Mb) under investigation, as
including an extended region beyond the classical 3.6 Mb of the
MHC region has been criticized [29].

(c) Statistical analyses
(i) Meta-analytic procedures
Meta-analyses were conducted with mixed effects models using
the R package metafor [30]. Study ID was included as a random
effect to control for non-independence owing to some studies con-
tributingmore than one effect size. Individual numberswere given
to effect sizes within the datasets for genomic studies, relationship
satisfaction and odour preference and included as a random effect
using the rma.mv() function to account for potential heterogeneity
in the true effects (e.g. random-effects model).

To examine the impact of moderator variables (listed above)
on study effect sizes, we constructed a series of meta-regression
models. We conducted univariate fixed-effect mixed models to
estimate the mean effect size for each moderator separately (we
avoided complex models with multiple predictors given the lim-
ited sample size). Models with categorical moderators were run
without the intercept to test each trait against no effect. All
effect sizes are reported as Fisher’s normalized correlation coeffi-
cients (Zr) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs). In the ecological
literature, r≈ 0.1 (Zr≈ 0.10) is generally considered a small effect,
r≈ 0.3 (Zr≈ 0.31) a medium effect and r≈ 0.5 (Zr≈ 0.55) a strong
effect [31,32].

(ii) Publication bias and sensitivity analysis
We tested for publication bias using three different approaches.
First, we tested for funnel plot asymmetry using a modified ver-
sion of Egger’s regression [33] for random-effects meta-analytic
models including study ID with the rma.mv() function and the
standard error (square root of the variance) as a moderator in the
metafor R package [30]. For the mate choice model, we included
‘Region code’ as a covariate, as this was shown to reduce a large
portion of heterogeneity present (73.92% down to 64.1% I2) and
explained 30.1% of the residual variance (R2). Second, we tested
for temporal-bias in publication results (e.g. if non-significant
studies are suppressed immediately after the first significant

http://www.allelefrequencies.net
http://www.allelefrequencies.net


Table 1. Heterogeneity estimates for a set of random-effect meta-analytical models for human MHC-similarity. (The number of levels refers to the number of
studies. Q is Cochran’s Q to test for heterogeneity. tau2 is the estimated between-study variance. The p-value indicates if the heterogeneity present is significant.
The heterogeneity (I2) value is the per cent of variability between studies (i.e. variance in effect sizes not owing to sampling error). I2 = 25%, 50% and 75%
are considered as low, moderate and high heterogeneity, respectively [36].)

dataset n random effects number of levels Q tau2 d.f. p-value I2 (%)

genomic studies 17 study ID 6 8.888 0.000 16 0.918 3.17

relationship satisfaction 9 study ID 3 13.579 0.006 8 0.093 46.46

odour preference 23 study ID 10 16.877 0.000 22 0.770 0.00

odour preference (no HC) 19 study ID 10 10.719 0.000 18 0.906 0.00

mate selection 55 study ID 26 259.865 0.015 54 <0.001 73.92
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publication) by including the centered publication year of the
study as a moderator in the meta-analytic model. Third, we used
the number of independent observations (number of raters) as a
moderator in the meta-regression to test if sample size (and
power) is significantly related to MHC effect size. Diminishing
effect sizes with increasing sample sizes would be an indication
of publication bias suppressing small studies showing non-signifi-
cant effects.

To assess the impact of publication bias and test the robust-
ness of our results, we used the non-parametric trim and fill
method [34,35] in the metafor R package. This method adjusts
the mixed-model intercept for potentially missing studies. We
conducted these tests for each dataset using meta-random effects
models without including study ID as a random effect, which we
believe is justified because this term accounted for almost no var-
iance and most models showed very low heterogeneity (table 1).
The one exception was the model for mate choice, and for this
test, we used the meta-analytic residuals which consisted of
within-study effects and sample errors (what was left after
taking the mean and between-study effects from the effect sizes).

We also tested the robustness of our models to outliers and
influential data points as part of our sensitivity analyses. This
was done by examining studentized residuals and hat matrix
values for our mean meta-analytic models. The studentized
residuals, or externally standardized residuals, follow a standard
normal distribution. A large standardized residual for a study,
therefore, may suggest that the study does not fit the assumed
model and may be an outlier. Points below –2 or above 2
could be considered outliers. The hat matrix values provide the
use of a data point. Points farther away from the predicted
values (e.g. those pulling the regression line away from a better
fit) will have more leverage. A hat value larger than 3 (number
of moderators/number of data points) could be considered an
influential point [30].

All statistical analyses were carried out in the R environment
(v.3.6.0) [37], and all Rcode is provided in the electronic supplemen-
tarymaterial, appendix. TheRpackagesweusedweremetafor [30],
ggplot2 [38], ggpubr [39], ggstance [40], erer [41], stringr [42], maps
[43], rgdal [44], truncnorm [45] and wesanderson [46].
3. Results
(a) Genomic studies
The mean effect size calculated over all genomic studies
indicated no significant correlation between MHC-similarity
and mate choice (intercept-only mean Zr (95% CI) =−0.027
(−0.067 to 0.013), n=17, p=0.191; figure 2). Very lowheterogen-
eity (I2) was found in effect sizes (3.2%; table 1), indicating that
confidence intervals for all effect sizes mostly overlapped and
total variation was mostly attributable to variation within
studies (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). We ran
univariate meta-regression models to identify moderators that
explained patterns in effect sizes of genomic MHC-linked
mate choice. The only significant moderator was the effect for
the extremeness of MHC relatedness compared to genome-
wide relatedness within spouses (MHC | background, elec-
tronic supplementary material, table S1; figure 3a). The
significant positive relationship (n=12, β=0.778, p=0.023, R2

= 19.0%) indicates that observed MHC effect sizes (Zr) are
related to the extremeness of the MHC compared to genome-
wide similarity between spouses (figure 3b). In other words,
MHC effects are relatively independent of socio-demographic
processes that would affect spouses genome-wide. Additional
support that MHC effects are independent of socio-demo-
graphic processes comes from the non-significant regression
between observed MHC-similarity effect sizes for spouses
and background genomic similarity for spouses (figure 3c; n=
12, β=0.276, p=0.405,R2 = 0.0%).While the relationship is posi-
tive, it is not significant. The non-significant relationship
implies that MHC-dissimilarity between spouses cannot be
explained by socio-demographic processes because such effects
would affect the whole genome and the two effect sizes would
be correlated.
(b) Relationship satisfaction
The mean effect size calculated over all studies indicated no
significant correlation between MHC-similarity and relation-
ship satisfaction measured as sexual satisfaction among
couples (intercept-only mean Zr (95% CI) =−0.078 (−0.180 to
0.023), n=9, p=0.131; figure 2). The total heterogeneity (I2)
in effect sizes was moderate (46.5%) and non-significant (p=
0.093; table 1). Univariate meta-regression models identified
four significant and one borderline significant moderators of
MHC similarity-linked relationship satisfaction effect sizes
(electronic supplementary material, table S2). ‘Year’ and
‘number of raters’ will be detailed below in the section ‘Publi-
cation bias and sensitivity analysis’. Other borderline
significant moderators included ‘HC use’ (n= 9, p= 0.057,
R2 = 85.0%), with the level ‘no HC’ having a significant nega-
tive effect size estimate (Zr (CI) =−0.261 (−0.472 to −0.050),
n=2, p=0.015) indicating that normally cycling women with
higher levels of MHC-similarity with their partners experi-
enced lower in-pair attraction. No significant effects were
observed for men or for women or pairs with unknown
HC-use status (electronic supplementary material, table S2).
Lower in-pair attraction was most pronounced in partners
with Asian and South-East Asian ancestry (Asian population
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and SEA region code Zr (CI) =−0.448 (−0.841 to −0.054), n=1,
p=0.026; figure 2).

(c) Odour preference
Themean effect size for all effects (n=23) and for effects exclud-
ing HC users (n=19) both indicated no significant correlation
between MHC-similarity and odour preferences (all intercept-
only mean Zr (95% CI) =−0.020 (−0.064 to 0.023), p=0.360;
excluding HC users −0.024 (−0.069 to 0.021), p=0.289; elec-
tronic supplementary material, tables S3 and S4, respectively;
figure 2). The total heterogeneity (I2) in effect sizes for all data
and data excluding HC users was non-existent (table 1). This
indicates that confidence intervals for all effect sizes overlapped
and total variation was attributable to variation within studies
(electronic supplementary material, figure S1). The moderator
‘population’ was significant in the dataset excluding HC
users, with Swiss individuals showing significantly reduced
preference for body odours from donors with higher levels of
MHC-similarity (Switzerland population Zr (CI) =−0.309 (−
0.615 to −0.003), n=3, p=0.048).
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(d) Mate selection
The mean effect size for all effects (n=55) indicated no signifi-
cant correlation between MHC-similarity and mate choice
(intercept-only mean Zr (95% CI) = 0.012 (−0.046 to 0.070),
p=0.685; electronic supplementarymaterial, table S5; figure 4).
Mate selection studies showed significant heterogeneity
(73.92%, I2, p<0.001). Univariate meta-regression models
identified three significant moderators of MHC similarity-
linked mate selection effect sizes (electronic supplementary
material, table S5). ‘Number of raters’ will be detailed below
in the section ‘Publication bias and sensitivity analysis’.
The moderator ‘population’ did not explain a significant
amount of heterogeneity (n=55, p=0.522, R2 = 2.7%), but the
population ‘Israeli’ was significant, with Israeli individuals
showing significant preference for mates with higher levels
of MHC-similarity (Zr (CI) = 0.207 (0.048 to 0.365), n=3, p=
0.011). This preference for MHC-similar mates was repeated
for the significant moderator ‘region code’ (n=55, p=0.031,
R2 = 30.14%) for the Western Asian geographical region, to
which Israel belongs (WAS region code Zr (CI) = 0.205 (0.068
to 0.343), n=3, p=0.003).
(e) Publication bias and sensitivity analysis
We found evidence of publication bias for the relationship
satisfaction dataset from all three methods of bias testing.
Egger’s regression test for funnel plot asymmetry was signifi-
cant ( p=0.008; electronic supplementary material, table S6
and figure S2), indicating that stronger MHC-dissimilarity
effects on relationship satisfaction had a larger standard
error. The meta-regression ‘year’ for temporal-bias was also
borderline significant (β= 0.018, n= 9, p= 0.051, R2 = 89.5%;
figure 5a), indicating that more recent studies show a reduced
MHC-dissimilarity effect size. The third test for publication
bias showed a significant positive relationship between natu-
ral log number of raters and MHC effect size (Zr), suggesting
that greater power diminishes the effect of MHC-dissimilarity
on relationship satisfaction (β=0.128, n=9, p=0.012,R2 = 84.8%;
figure 5b).

Egger’s modified regression test for mate selection
studies including region code as a covariate was significant (p
=0.010; electronic supplementary material, table S6 and figure
S2), suggesting that publication bias, or residual heterogeneity
not accounted for by region code in the studies, was present
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and creatingasymmetry in the funnel plots. Besides relationship
satisfaction studies, other studies did not showevidence of pub-
lication bias (electronic supplementary material, table S6).
Sensitivity analyses using the trim and fill test found that our
datasets were missing studies, but all but one of these tests
were not significant and did not change the interpretation of
meta-mean effect estimates for any dataset (table 2). The mate
selection model was the exception, which went from a non-sig-
nificant meta-mean intercept estimate of 0.012 (−0.046 to 0.070)
to a positive estimate with a confidence interval that did not
cross zero (0.065 (0.007 to 0.123); table 2; electronic supplemen-
tary material, figure S3) with the addition of the intercept
estimate from the test on meta-analytic residuals. In other
words, including 17 missing (positive) data points to all mate
choice studies shifted the interpretation from no MHC-linked
mate choice to MHC similarity-linked mate choice. It should
be noted that the trim and fill method assumes that funnel
plot asymmetry is only owing to publication bias, and so may
be misleading when substantial between-study heterogeneity
is present which can also induce funnel plot asymmetry [47].

In addition to the trim and fill method, we checked for out-
liers and influential data points using studentized residuals
and hat matrix values, respectively. In our genomic studies
meta-mean model, the data point from Qiao et al. [48] was
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Table 2. Sensitivity analysis using the trim and fill test. Original intercept estimate is from mixed effects models with study ID as a random effect. The H0 is
the hypothesis that the meta-mean effect size does not differ from zero. K, the sample size including missing studies.

Trim and fill test K
Estimated number of
missing studies SE

Original intercept estimate
(95% CI)

Intercept estimate with
points added (95% CI)

Test of H0
p-value

Genomic studies 20 3 2.799 −0.027 (−0.067 to 0.013) −0.018 (−0.055 to 0.018) 0.317

Relationship

satisfaction

12 3 2.010 −0.073 (−0.172 to 0.026) −0.025 (−0.110 to 0.060) 0.567

Odour preference 26 3 3.199 −0.020 (−0.064 to 0.023) −0.026 (−0.069 to 0.017) 0.234

Odour preference

(no HC)

19 0 2.375 −0.024 (−0.069 to 0.021) −0.024 (−0.069 to 0.021) 0.289

Mate selection

(no HC)

72 17 4.751 0.012 (−0.046 to 0.070) 0.065 (0.007 to 0.123) NA
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identified as influential, but removing it did not change the
qualitative result of a non-significant meta-mean (Zr (CI) =
−0.029 (−0.085 to 0.027), n=16, p=0.316). For our mate selec-
tion model, we identified three data points as influential
(from [48–50]) and two as outliers (from [51]). However, their
removal did not affect the overall interpretation and mate
selection for MHC-dissimilarity remained non-significant (Zr
(CI) =−0.023 (−0.059 to 0.013), n=50, p=0.218).
4. Discussion
(a) Meta-analyses
A recent meta-analysis on MHC-associated mate choice con-
cluded that there is a consistent preference for MHC-
heterozygous individuals [20]. By contrast, there was no sys-
tematic preference for MHC-dissimilarity. Here, we provide
the results of further meta-analyses primarily focusing on
genomic studies and relationship satisfaction, together with
updated meta-analyses on odour preferences and human
mate selection studies. Overall, the genomic studies show no
significant association between MHC-similarity and mate
choice in actual couples nor in mate preferences. However,
we also found that the effect of MHC-similarity is independent
of the genomic background. The overall effect of MHC-simi-
larity on sexual satisfaction was not significant, but we found
a negative association betweenMHC-similarity and sexual sat-
isfaction in non-HC using women. Nevertheless, several lines
of evidence for publication bias in studies investigating
MHC-similarity and sexual satisfaction suggest that these
results should be interpreted with caution. Furthermore, we
found no significant effect of MHC-similarity on odour prefer-
ences among currently available studies. Finally, combining
each of the effect sizes analysed above with previously
extracted effect sizes for mate choice among couples into an
overall estimate, showed no overall significant effect of
MHC-similarity on human mate selection.
(b) Near horizons: issues arising from the
meta-analyses

Our meta-analyses raise a number of pressing outstanding
issues that should, and can be, addressed in future studies.
Perhaps the strongest conclusion one can draw from the
available data is that our knowledge is patchy across different
populations. Even a brief inspection of figure 1 shows that
most studies are based on populations of European ancestry;
there is a notable absence or near-absence of data from two
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of the largest populations, China and India, from smaller
populations in Oceania and Sub-Saharan Africa, and from
small-scale societies. Why is this important? First, individual
populations vary considerably in cultural norms regarding
the level of consanguinity [52]. In addition, while all popu-
lations show some amount of admixture, this tends to be
higher in large-scale populations such as those from Western
European or Eastern Asian complex societies [53]. Owing to
high MHC polymorphism, mating with almost any unrelated
individual would probably lead to a sufficient level of dissim-
ilarity. It is thus possible that humans, as in other species
[54–56], tend to avoid individuals with high MHC-similarity,
but show no systematic preference beyond a certain threshold
(see [28] for a similar suggestion). However, large-scale popu-
lations are a relative novelty in human evolutionary history
[57]; it is therefore of key importance to focus on small-
scale societies with comparatively higher levels of inbreeding,
which better reflect likely population structure during most
of human evolution. To our knowledge, the only available
study from small-scale societies comes from South Amerin-
dian couples [58], which showed they were not significantly
MHC dissimilar compared to random pairing. In that study,
however, MHC typing was of relatively low sensitivity (sero-
typing of HLA-A and -B loci to the level of two-digit
allele groups, no class II loci were recorded), sample size
was too small to detect selection below a selection coefficient
s=0.45, and there is cultural promotion of cross-cousin
marriages in some tribes [58].

Most previous studies have specifically targeted the
MHC region, assuming that their findings are a consequence
of selective processes in that region. While this is a reasonable
assumption in view of MHC polymorphism and allele-specific
associations with some diseases [8–11], apparent MHC-similar
mate selection might be an epiphenomenon of more general
population stratification (e.g. positive assortment [59]). In sup-
port of this, a recent meta-analysis found that MHC-similarity
in couples was observed in ethnically heterogeneous, but
not homogeneous, populations [20]. However, our new analy-
sis of studies that control for genomic similarity shows
that MHC-dissimilarity among couples is independent of
genome-wide similarity (although the association is positive).
In addition, the positive relationship detected between MHC
effects (spouses versus permuted pairs) and the extremeness
of the MHC within spouses indicates that observed MHC
effects are relatively independent of socio-demographic pro-
cesses that would affect spouses genome-wide. For example,
if spouses were highly dissimilar at theMHC compared to ran-
domly assignedmates, but had levels ofMHC-similarity in line
with the rest of the genome, we may conclude that the MHC
does not play an independent role in mate choice and mate
choice may be for inbreeding avoidance. But this was not
what we observed.

The overall effect of MHC-associated mate selection was
not significant but was restricted to some populations. In
other words, we may observe MHC-associated preferences in
some populations but not in others. For example, we found
that Israeli individuals showed a significant preference for
mates with higher levels of MHC-similarity. Dandine-
Roulland et al. [29] contributed one of the three effect sizes to
this result, and using principal component analysis detected
genetic stratification, with clusters of samples lying between
European and Middle Eastern populations. The two other
effect sizes contributed by Israeli et al. [51] came from
unmarried couples to determine paternity status and from
married couples undergoing infertility treatment. The study
did not specifically detail testing for population stratification,
and it is likely that a random sample of the population
would capture multiple ethnic groups, as Dandine-Roulland
et al. [29] demonstrated. Thus, MHC-similarity preferences
most likely reflect social homogamy in a genetically hetero-
geneous population. The Swiss individuals’ significant
preference for MHC-dissimilar odours was observed in the
dataset without HC-using individual effects and included
both female and male odour preferences. These MHC-dissim-
ilar preferences might be related to relatively low levels of
genetic variation and were specifically present in German-
speaking cantons, perhaps as a consequence of geographical
isolation in Alpine valleys [60]. By contrast, studies based on
other European populations (such as in neighbouring
Germany) did not report MHC-dissimilar preferences, empha-
sizing the need for investigations across diverse populations
which differ in levels of genetic variation. For example, cultural
practices vary related to body care. If body odour is a primary
source of information about one’s MHC profile, then practices
such as armpit hair shaving and use of extrinsic fragrances or
deodorants may impact perceptibility of MHC-associated
odours. Although there is conjecture that fragrance selection
may be linked to a wearer’s own MHC [61,62], perhaps as a
mechanism to complement body odour rather than cover it
[63], we do not yet know how such cultural effects influence
odour perceptibility and MHC-associated preference. Further,
in cultureswhich idealize an ‘odourless human body’, it is con-
sidered inappropriate to overtly smell other people; under such
circumstances, the effect of MHC-associated preferences might
go unrealized. Clearly, our understanding of the interplay
between cultural and biological evolution is far from complete,
and MHC-associated mate choice is no exception.

Many cultures also practice various types of positive assort-
ment such as ethnic, socio-economic, religious, and caste-based
endogamy. Evenwithin a single culture,mate choice is amulti-
dimensional process based on a set of preferences for various
traits which might not be linked to MHC, such as physical
appearance, socio-economic status, personality, attitudes, age
and many others [64,65]. Each of these may be prioritized
over genotypic factors [66], including MHC. Furthermore, if
positive assortment occurs for any trait with a genetic com-
ponent, even subtle assortment on such traits might interfere
with MHC-associated preferences.

Beyond actual mate choice, it remains possible that MHC-
associated preferences exert effects on the quality of resulting
relationships. Indeed, in a study of 48 couples, Garver-Apgar
et al. [22] found that more MHC-similar couples report
relatively lower sexual satisfaction. Subsequent investigations
have recorded considerably larger sample sets [67,68]. Here,
we quantitatively assessed these studies for a possible link
between MHC-similarity and sexual satisfaction. The overall
effect was not significant. However, in the subset of women
not using HC, there was a negative association between
MHC-similarity and sexual satisfaction: couples sharing
fewer HLA alleles experienced greater sexual satisfaction.
This pattern of results is consistent with the studies by
Wedekind et al. [18] who found odour preferences for MHC-
dissimilarity only in women not using HC, and by Roberts
et al. [69,70] who report higher sexual satisfaction in women
who did not use HC when they met their current partner.
Nevertheless, the robustness of the HC-associated preferences
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was neither confirmed by a previous meta-analysis [20] nor in
our updated analysis. There is another reason why the link
between MHC-similarity and sexual satisfaction should be
interpretedwith extremecaution. Themeta-analysis on relation-
ship satisfaction found three different types of evidence for
publication bias. First, there was a significant asymmetry in a
funnel plot suggestingmissing studieswith anegative outcome,
particularly those with small effect sizes. Second, there was a
temporal effect suggesting the unequal distribution of the
effect sizes over time; specifically, the initial study [22] found a
considerably stronger effect than subsequent studies. Finally,
studies with larger samples (i.e. having a higher power to
detect possible effects) show significantly smaller effect sizes.

(c) Far horizons on major histocompatibility complex-
associated mate choice

Beyond those issues raised above, we believe there are two
further matters that require significant attention in the longer-
term. The first of these concerns the generation of MHC-associ-
ated odours. Understanding this may be of fundamental
interest in itself, but a clearer picture of the underlyingmechan-
isms may also clarify how some cultural and contextual factors
(e.g. fragrance use) affect odour variability. Several hypotheses
have beenproposed relating to interactions betweenMHCmol-
ecules and skin microflora, which produces volatile
compounds that can subsequently be perceived. However,
most evidence supports an idea that body odour is affected
by antigen peptides bound by specific MHC molecules. It
was first shown in mice that these peptides can be perceived
by the vomeronasal organ [71]; however, subsequent research
shows that the main olfactory system can perceive MHC pep-
tide ligands via the olfactory epithelium [72]. MHC peptide
ligands can be detected in mouse urine, although at very low
concentration [73]. Evidence extends beyond mice, as stickle-
backs prefer water enriched with MHC-dissimilar peptides
[74]. So far, only one study addressed this mechanism in
humans [75]. Two commercially available peptides
were added to body odour samples, and neurophysiological
responses were recorded using functional magnetic resonance
imaging while participants attempted to recognize their own
odour. The results showed a higher preference for odour
samples enriched with peptides corresponding to the MHC
of the smeller and activity in brain areas related to self-recog-
nition. However, it is not clear whether the self-recognition
paradigm can be simply generalized to mate preferences.
More importantly, the study was criticized for not providing
an explanation for the transduction mechanism, as peptide
molecules are involatile and considerably larger thanmolecules
usually perceived bysmell [73,76,77]. Furthermore, it is also not
clearwhether theMHC-associatedpeptides are commonlypre-
sent in human axillae or more generally on human skin.

A second area which requires more attention is the nature
of potential selective benefits arising from MHC-associated
mate choice.While it is usually assumed thatMHC-preferences
are a consequence of infection-driven selection, it might be
alternatively (or additionally) driven by the probability of
successful pregnancy. A foetus expresses paternal alloantigens
which must be tolerated by the maternal immune system.
It has been proposed that MHC allele-sharing between
father and mother may lead to insufficient stimulation of the
maternal immune system by paternal antigens—a factor that
was expected to be important for maternal tolerance and
inflammatory immune response—and thus decrease the
chance of successful implantation [78]. Several studies
suggest that MHC allele-sharing is associated with recurrent
pregnancy loss (RPL) [79,80], with a recent meta-analysis indi-
cating that HLA-B and -DR are especially important [81].
However, these results should be viewed with caution because
many studies used serological genotyping resolving only to
allele groups, which may miss related alleles that are function-
ally different [82]. More critically, classical MHC class I and II
proteins (except for HLA-C) are not expressed on the tropho-
blast, a part of conceptus which subsequently develops into
the embryonic part of the placenta and is in direct contact
with thematernal immune system. Researchers have, therefore,
recently focused on classical HLA-C and non-classical MHC
class Ib, which are expressed on the trophoblast. In contrast
to previous studies, it was reported that a mismatch, i.e. not
sharing, at HLA-C*07 between mother and father was related
to a higher risk of RPL [83]. These authors also observed a
higher incidence of HLA-C antibodies in RPL patients than
in the controls. There is a growing body of evidence showing
that HLA-E, -G, and to some extent also HLA-F, all play a
key role in immunotolerance of the foetus by the maternal
immune system in general and uterine NK cells in particular
(for a review, see [3]). Some studies report higher RPL in
women with the HLA-E*101 allele [84], although others find
no difference in HLA-E polymorphism between controls and
couples with RPL [85,86]. Most studies on non-classical MHC
Ib polymorphism and its role in pregnancy disorders focused
on HLA-G polymorphism. For example, it was reported that
a 14 bp insertion HLA-G allele is associated with a smaller
placenta and higher probability of RPL [87], although this
may be restricted to cases with three and more abortions [88].
In summary, there appears to be some evidence that couples
sharing alleles at HLA-B and -DR loci are at higher risk of
reproductive failure. Although these genes are not expressed
on the trophoblast, this might arise through linkage disequili-
brium with other functionally important MHC genes.
Moreover, there is inconsistency across studies in both the
association between HLA-G and -E polymorphism and repro-
ductive failures, perhaps partly owing to factors such as
variation in the diagnosis of the RPL. More importantly, most
existing studies onMHCpolymorphism and reproductive pro-
blems focused solely on RPL, but MHC polymorphism might
affect pregnancy success much earlier as HLA-C and -G
expression can be detected even before implantation [89,90].
Because a vast majority of unsuccessful early pregnancies are
not detected, this may, in turn, bias the results of studies that
rely solely on RPL (i.e. recognizable spontaneous miscarriage).
(d) Suggestions for future studies
Above, we have discussed in detail the current state of knowl-
edge on MHC-associated mate choice in light of results from
our meta-analysis, that should inform approaches in the
immediate future. We also commented on two important
wider and relatively unexplored perspectives that lurk on
the far horizon of this area of inquiry. In light of these, we
here outline some recommendations for future work that
we hope will help to ultimately clarify the extent to which
MHC influences human mating. The suggestions (i–iii) high-
light methodological issues, (iv–vi) focus on population- and
culture-related questions, and (vii–x) stress several associated
issues such as developmental and mechanistic questions.
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(i) Researchers should always perform a priori power
analysis to obtain a sufficient sample size (see also
[91]). Power analysis is becoming a standard pro-
cedure in other fields of behavioural research, but it
is particularly needed here owing to both extreme
variability in MHC genes and what appear to be, at
best, small effect sizes.

(ii) To provide more complex insights, future studies
should control for genome-wide similarity. The same
applies to studies on MHC-heterozygosity. Genomic
studies further allow assessment of the overall level
of inbreeding in the given population. This is an
important issue as MHC-associated mate choice
might play a role only in relatively inbred populations.

(iii) Researchers should test for specificity of the MHC
region. As was discussed above, without controlling
for genome-wide level of similarity/heterozygosity,
we cannot decide whether the observed effects are
specific to the MHC region or whether we are deal-
ing with more general phenomena.

(iv) We urgently needmore studies on populations of non-
European descent, and particularly those with a rela-
tively high level of inbreeding (e.g. from small-scale
societies).

(v) We need more cross-cultural comparisons assessing
how shared cultural practices affect MHC-associated
preferences. These include marriage practices such as
various forms of endogamy.

(vi) In any study, researchers should obtain and clearly
document detailed information about interindivi-
dual differences in cultural practices of the studied
population, as some practices may interfere with
MHC-associated effects. These includeHCuse andper-
sonal hygiene practices such as fragrance use (see also
[92] for a similar proposal).

(vii) We need to distinguish between a threshold-based
avoidance of very similar individuals and a fluid
preference for the most dissimilar individuals.

(viii) Currently, there is not, to our knowledge, a single
study focusing on the development of MHC-associ-
ated preferences. Therefore, we do not know when in
ontogeny preferences might form and how family
structure affects the development of these preferences.
Rodent studies show that cross-fostering tends to
reverse MHC-associated preferences [93], thus similar
phenomena might be expected in humans. For
instance, studies with adoptive families might be par-
ticularly informative.

(ix) We need studies testing possiblemechanisms ofMHC-
associated preferences. These include bioassay studies
testing the presence and abundance of the MHC
peptide ligands. Similarly, studies testing effect of the
MHC peptide ligands in the context of mate choice
are of primary importance.

(x) Finally, we should link research on MHC-associated
mate choice and research on MHC-associated preg-
nancy loss. The two areas have to date been
studied separately; however, they may jointly pro-
vide key insights into this complex area of human
reproduction. Such research may also examine links
between pregnancy loss and infertility with the
prevalence of cultural practices (e.g. fragrance use)
that may have disrupted MHC-associated mate
preferences at the beginning of the relationship.

5. Concluding remarks
We finish this paper almost a quarter of a century after the
initial discovery of MHC-associated odour preferences in
humans by Wedekind et al. [18]. We must humbly admit that
our knowledge remains far from complete. Sadly enough, we
still cannot even conclude whether MHC-associated prefer-
ences affect real-life mate choice and if so, under what
circumstances. Interestingly, many of the issues that we raise
are ones currently being discussed in the behavioural sciences
and psychology in particular (see also [91]). For one, we base
most of our knowledge on studies from Western populations
and often too readily generalize them to all human beings
[94]. In addition, some research areas may suffer from various
types of publication bias [95]. Finally, exciting initial discov-
eries which become textbook staple examples are sometimes
difficult to replicate, a case in point here being the effect of
HC. Such conclusions may give a dark impression to some,
but we see the future quite optimistically. We hope that
renewed efforts, addressing some of the key issues we raise
here, will bringmore realistic views about theMHC-associated
mate choice in the coming years.
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